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Faces of Colorado Mission of Mercy volunteers. For a full report of COMOM 2007, please see page 18.

Thank You Foothills Commercial Builders!

In the fall of 2007, Foothills Commercial Builders, Inc. hosted a golf tournament to benefit Colorado dental charities. This first annual golf tournament was met with much success. Proceeds from this tournament were given to the CDA Charitable and Educational Fund, the CDA’s 501(c)3 entity that supports Colorado dental charity efforts, and KIND. Foothills Commercial Builders presented the CDA with a generous check of $7,500 to help non-profit dental organizations in the state.

Please save the date for this year’s tournament at Arrowhead Golf Course: Aug. 1, 2008.

For more information or to learn about sponsorship packages, call Diane Perkins at 303/755-5711 ext. 301 or go to www.foothillsbuilders.com.
As much as I love the thrill of whitewater rafting – the invigorating feeling of cold water splashing on my face, over my head, down my back and over my body, and the challenge of dealing with the pounding and splashing from so many waves coming at me from all directions – I know it will soon end.

Before long I will be in calmer water again where I can catch my breath and gather my thoughts. There are times when life feels a little like whitewater rafting – at least the part about pounding waves coming from different directions. Usually these are waves of unexpected surprises from new responsibilities that we have taken on with good intentions, or waves of problems from several sources that we failed to anticipate. When each of these “waves” hits, it demands our immediate and full attention to resolve. Sometimes several of these pop up at once, making us feel overwhelmed as to what takes priority, if setting priorities is even possible.

This sort of describes the first half of my past year since becoming the editor of the CDA Journal. I suspect it also describes periods of time for most readers of this column. I don’t have any suggestions or insights to keep this from happening, only observations and anecdotes that might be of interest.

The other day, my good friend Dr. John Hanck and I were having a conversation about a possible source of new funding for the Colorado Mission of Mercy (COMOM). I asked him how things were going and he didn’t hesitate to share that he is so busy with work and volunteer commitments, he hardly has time for fun anymore, not even a simple hike, which is one of his favorite activities. I shared with him that I was feeling the same way. Had we taken time to discuss it a bit more we might have given each other a boost of encouragement. Instead, we kept our conversation brief as we both had other pressing matters to attend to and not much time to talk.

In the fall of 2006, I thought my life was in pretty good balance. So much so, that I had more than enough time for extra socializing with family and friends, and time to be more physically active to improve fitness. In addition, I found time to practice the piano, to help my wife, Dot, more around the house, and to do a little extra reading. The time for reading was allowing me to make a little headway on some of the piles of dental journals, only partially read, that have accumulated in my office and home over the years.

Dot was retired from teaching/library work and had extra time on her hands, as well. I remarked to her that with both of us having extra free time, this would be a great time to have grand-children in our lives. However, since we didn’t have any grandchildren, and didn’t anticipate having any soon, we started thinking of other ways to make more fulfilling use of our spare time.

I thought about volunteering with an organization that provides mentors for children in struggling families but I wasn’t sure how that would go, or if I would be any good at it. Instead, we decided to attend some high school football games. We wouldn’t have any direct or ongoing commitment to specific children, but we could at least watch some of our friend’s kids who were on the team or in the band. That was fine for a few games but it wasn’t quite the same as watching our own children (or wished-for grandchildren) participating in their favorite sports and other activities, or in helping children who truly need guidance.

About the same time, I became aware of a need for someone new to take on the responsibilities as editor for the CDA Journal. I offered to take this on. Once I was accepted for this position I went right to work, finding it stimulating and fulfilling.
Not long after my duties began as CDA editor, I was contacted by Donna Ross, an employee of the dental clinic section of the Health District of Northern Larimer County. She informed me about their urgent and desperate need to fill two vacant dentist positions, at least temporarily for about six weeks until a recently hired replacement could arrive to begin work. I was familiar with the Health District and some of its people. Six weeks didn’t sound like it would be a problem at all, especially if they would allow me to devote no more than two afternoons a week – so I offered to help.

About two weeks into this commitment I learned that the dentist they hired had called to say she changed her mind and would not be coming to work at the clinic after all. By then I had come to know everyone in the clinic and appreciated how nice they all were and how much they showed their appreciation for my help. With such special treatment it didn’t take much for the clinic director, Ernest Cienfuego-Baca, along with Drs. Katherine Radke, Fatima Kazi and Brad Eckhardt, to convince me to extend my time there awhile longer. The clinic director asked if I could work full time for awhile, maybe six months or longer. This was like an invigorating “splash,” but I had to decline the offer due to my regular dental practice commitments and my dental claims review work, which had recently increased significantly due to a temporary leave by one of our dentist reviewers.

Even without my helping at the clinic, the demands on my time were becoming a bit of a strain, however, I felt there was such an important need at the clinic that I offered to continue two half-days for another month or two, or until they could find someone to work with them more permanently. They finally found a dentist to join them full-time near the end of May. With Dr. Radke returning from maternity leave in July, they didn’t need me after the end of June. We’ve kept our options open, however, in case they are again short a dentist and need my help, which I would be happy to oblige, time permitting.

In contrast to my own response to a series of unexpected “waves,” our elected CDA officers are very adept at handling unusually busy and demanding schedules, and difficult challenges. Each and every one of them seems to thrive on meetings and busyness as part of a life that is much more full and busy than mine. For example, our immediate past-president and 14th District ADPAC chairman, Dr. Rhett Murray, and our president, Dr. Jeanne Salcetti, each attend untold numbers of meetings as part of their responsibilities. Our president-elect, Dr. Jeff Hurst, seems always willing to step forward to represent us as our media spokesperson, often at a moment’s notice, when special issues facing the profession arise. These three people regularly cancel a days worth of patients from their schedules to attend one event or meeting after another on behalf of our association.
Not to be outdone, Vice-President Dr. David Lurye and Speaker-of-the-House and Past President Dr. Kevin Sessa, somehow manage, in addition to everything else they do for the association, to find time to teach part-time at the CU School of Dental Medicine. Dr. Sessa also screens applicants and conducts interviews for admission to the dental school. Then there is Treasurer Dr. Pasco Scarpella, who spends many hours a week at the CDA office signing checks and putting together financial information about the association, not to mention being active in a singing group he participates in. Last, but not least, is our Secretary Dr. Tom Pixley, who also serves, along with Dr. Hanck, as co-chairman of next year’s COMOM event in Larimer County, July 17-20, 2008.

Space does not permit going into detail about what all these CDA officers are able to fit into their busy lives. Suffice it to say, however, they are doing an awesome job of representing all of us on a daily and weekly basis to make sure the CDA functions successfully.

The happiest part of my balancing act is family. In March of this year, our daughter, Patty, announced that she was pregnant and the new baby was due in early October. Little baby Matthew was born right on schedule and I’ve been thrilled to take time away from other pressing matters to spend it with him, Patty and her husband, Dennis, in California, especially since our other daughter, Kathy, could spend some time with us, as well. We no longer have to wonder how to fill those empty moments of time – that are now a distant memory.

Considering all of the other big “waves” coming at me in the past year I wondered how taking time to be with family would affect getting everything done that needed my attention. Thanks to computers and the Internet, I have been able to carry on quite a bit of work, especially editing for the CDA newsletter from California. More importantly, it didn’t take me long to realize that something more positive could come out of this. I have found that the time spent on the plane going to California and returning, as well as the time spent in the airport before each flight, to be calming. It has served as the “calm water” I was looking for in the year of living as if I were “whitewater rafting.” That calm time has allowed me to gather my thoughts and start planning ahead for next year, including generating new ideas for the Journal. In hindsight, all the unexpected “waves” and “splashes” have made it a pretty invigorating year.
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Oral Cancer Screening: A High-Tech Approach to Saving Lives

By Shauna Gilmore, D.D.S.

Oral cancer strikes roughly three times as many victims as cervical cancer. One North American dies of oral cancer every hour of every day.

When I graduated from dental school, the main group of individuals having a higher likelihood of oral cancer was older males who used tobacco and heavy amounts of alcohol. Today, an increasing number of oral cancer victims are younger females. In fact, an article in the May 10, 2007 New England Journal of Medicine concluded that “oropharyngeal was significantly associated with oral HPV Type 16 (HPV-16) infection.” In effect, this means that anyone who is sexually active is potentially at risk for developing oral cancer through exposure to the human papilloma virus.

There was another fact about oral cancer that I just could not ignore: roughly two-thirds of the time oral cancer is detected, it is in the late stages of the disease. What makes this especially tragic is that the five-year survival rate when detected in late stages is only 22%; however, when detected at early stages, this survival rate can leap to 80% or higher. Not only is there a screaming need for earlier detection of oral cancer, but no place is better-suited to fill this need than the dental office. Dentists and hygienists know more about – and spend more time examining – the oral cavity than any other health care providers.

I decided that I had a responsibility to my patients to step up and augment the conventional incandescent light (white light) exam that we had been giving all of our patients as part of our semi-annual hygiene exams. In 2005, the only technology I was aware of was the Visilite which involved a chemiluminescent disposable stick and an acetic acid rinse. This was an improvement over merely doing a “white light” exam, but I had numerous patient complaints about the taste of the vinegar-based rinse.

At the August 2006 Academy of General Dentistry Annual Meeting in Denver, I saw a presentation on the VELscope Oral Cancer Screening System. I was impressed by this technology, but it had not received Federal Drug Administration (FDA) approval yet, so I put it on my “technologies to watch list” because it was easier to use than my former method and the tissue fluorescence visualization technology did not require the use of any rinses.

The VELscope system’s handpiece emits a safe blue light that excites natural fluorescence in the oral mucosa – both in the epithelium and underlying connective tissue. While this fluorescence response is highly sensitive to dysplasia and oral cancer, it is equally sensitive to other disease processes going on inside the tissue. When I look through the handpiece, such changes make themselves apparent by causing alterations in the fluorescence pattern; abnormal tissue typically appears as a dark area that stands in contrast to the typical pattern of the fluorescence produced by the healthy tissue.

In April of 2007, the VELscope system was granted two expanded indications for use by the FDA on the basis of several published studies. The first clearance indicates that the VELscope system can be used to help identify precancerous and cancerous tissue that may not be apparent to the naked eye. The second clearance indicates that the VELscope system can be used by surgeons to help determine the appropriate surgical margin when surgery is warranted. This clearance was prompted by one study showing that in roughly half of the cases examined, surgery failed to remove 100% of the cancerous or precancerous tissue even when the surgeon’s margin was 10 mm outside the clinically apparent margin for the most part. No other adjunctive device has received these two indications for use.

Since the VELscope had FDA approval, I needed to decide if the technology was right for my practice. It can be a real guessing game trying to differentiate between those technologies that will end up on your shelf collecting dust, and those that will end up transforming your practice in ways you never imagined. While I consider myself a fairly tech-savvy clinician, I certainly don’t have any magic formula for evaluating new technologies. However, I have had good luck ensuring that any technologies I adopt meet most or all of the following five criteria:

1. Will it enable me to improve the care I provide my patients?
2. Will I be able to conveniently incorporate it into my practice?
3. Will it be well-accepted by my patients?
4. Will it be affordable for my patients?
5. Will it be financially attractive for my practice?

It is not often that a new technology clearly meets all five of these criteria, but the VELscope Oral Cancer Screening System did. Its underlying technology
A platform was developed with over $50 million in research, most of it funded by the National Institutes of Health. The majority of the supporting research was conducted by the British Columbia Cancer Agency (BCCA). The BCCA is generally credited with demonstrating the effectiveness of the Pap smear for general screening programs; these programs are widely considered to have been responsible for a 70% reduction in the incidence of cervical cancer over the past several decades.

I have had my VELscope system for five months as of this writing, and I have been quite pleased. Both my hygienist and I were able to get up-and-running in relatively short order. In fact, my hygienist handles the VELscope system screenings with about 90 percent of our patients. Typically, she will call me in if she sees something that concerns her.

When this happens, I will usually question the patient to see if there is a logical reason for whatever abnormality we might be observing. For example, I might ask the patient if he or she might have recently burned the suspect area with a hot beverage, or if he or she chews the inside of the cheek. In some cases, the cause of the problem might be visually apparent to me, such as improperly-fitting dentures or braces. If my visual observation and questioning do not enable me to confidently rule out a more significant problem, I will typically ask the patient to return for further observation in two weeks. If the situation has not improved, I will usually conduct a brush biopsy or refer the patient to an oral surgeon.

To date I have conducted brush biopsies with four patients. In two patients, the diagnosis was “abnormal” tissue, which means it is not necessarily cancerous or precancerous. With the other two, however, the diagnosis came back as precancerous. Both of these patients were tobacco users, and both have stopped using tobacco as a result of this experience.

In our practice we recommend that all adult patients receive a comprehensive oral cancer examination including VELscope system screening twice a year as part of their regular hygiene exams. We charge $48 per year for the adjunctive screening with the VELscope system. Fortunately, approximately 65% of our patients agree to the screening. I suspect that this percentage will continue to increase over time, especially as more and more insurance companies agree to reimburse for this expense. (The VELscope system screening is covered under CDT reimbursement code D0431.)

Our patients find the VELscope screening to be very convenient and comfortable. It is completely non-invasive and adds only two-to-three minutes to the overall exam.

My main motivation in purchasing the VELscope system was that I felt it was the right thing to do for my patients. However, it has turned out to generate a very healthy return on my investment. The list price is just under $5,000, and the cost of disposables – a cap that goes on the end of the handpiece and a plastic sheath that goes over the handpiece – is about $2.60 per patient. In our practice, we do about 30 hygiene exams per four-day week, or 1,440 per year (assuming 48 working weeks). As I mentioned earlier, approximately 65% (or roughly 468) of these exams incorporate the VELscope screening.

When I decided to purchase the VELscope system in July 2007, I felt that it would meet all five of my criteria for new technologies, and in fact it has: enabled me to improve the care I provide my patients; been almost seamless to incorporate into my practice; been highly convenient for my patients; and, finally, been affordable and reasonable to most of my patients.

In our practice, the VELscope system is most certainly not sitting on a shelf collecting dust. More importantly, my patients, four of them in particular, are very happy about that fact.
Countdown to February!
National Children’s Dental Health Month

With February just around the corner, the Colorado Dental Association is busy preparing for National Children’s Dental Health Month. As in past years, two events focused on the oral health of Colorado kids dominate February: Give Kids a Smile Day and the Healthy Smiles Coloring Contest.

Give Kids a Smile Day:
Friday, Feb. 1, 2008
The CDA welcomes a new opportunity and honor this year, as we host the national press event for Give Kids a Smile Day! American Dental Association officers, executive director and staff members will be traveling to Denver to be a part of Colorado’s day for children. This is the first time the national press event has been hosted west of the Mississippi. The CDA will host this event at the CU School of Dentistry on Friday, Feb. 1.

Thank you to the dental offices and individuals who have registered to participate in Give Kids a Smile Day, a national access-to-care day for children. Dentists across Colorado, and the nation, will be providing free treatment to children, and visiting schools and community centers to teach children about the importance of good oral health. For the second year, continuing education (CE) credit will be available to dentists participating in Give Kids a Smile events. CE forms will be sent to participating offices in the coming weeks.

If you have registered for Give Kids a Smile Day, you should have received a confirmation e-mail or fax in December from the CDA regarding your participation. If you did not receive this information or if you have any additional questions, please call the CDA at 303/740-6900 or 800/343-3010.

Give Kids a Smile Day is on Friday, Feb. 1. Statewide activities for this year’s event will range from puppet shows in schools to full orthodontic treatment at no charge. We applaud you in advance for your generosity and dedication to this program. Typically, Give Kids a Smile Day events fall into one of three categories: private treatment, offsite treatment and educational/school presentations. Please note the important information below.

Private Treatment: Thank you for volunteering to treat children in your private dental office. Your office is either recruiting patients for the day OR has contacted the CDA to help with patient recruitment (if you are unsure of your patient source, please contact Molly Pereira at the CDA). If you requested patients through the CDA, local school nurses or nearby health centers will be providing you with patients to schedule. Events of this nature tend to have an increased number of no-show patients due to transportation and other issues on the actual day. To maximize your valuable time on Feb. 1, please consider double booking a few extra patients. Additional information to help prevent “no shows” and tips on scheduling can be found at www.cdaonline.org/give-smile.htm.

Offsite Treatment: Thank you for volunteering to treat patients in a nearby clinic, non-profit health center or the CU School of Dentistry. The facility will have patients and a schedule waiting for you on Feb. 1. You will be receiving more information by mid-January regarding hours of operation and directions to the facility. Please contact the CDA if you have any questions regarding your Give Kids a Smile arrangements.

Educational/School Presentations: Thank you for volunteering to provide much needed education in schools, community centers, etc. If you requested additional activity sheets, lesson plans or materials, they will be mailed to you by mid-January. If you would like to do a presentation but need a school to go to, please contact the CDA for a list of interested classrooms.

As you prepare for your Give Kids a Smile event, less than a month away, please know the CDA is here to help make your day a success. If you have any questions or need additional assistance, please call the CDA at 303/740-6900 or 800/343-3010.

Thank you for being a part of a national event that truly will give kids a smile!

Healthy Smiles Coloring Contest
Each February, the CDA conducts outreach programs in Colorado schools,
encouraging and promoting oral health education. The annual Healthy Smiles Coloring Contest is available to elementary school students, kindergarten through sixth grade. The CDA strongly encourages teachers and school nurses to not only participate in the program, but to also incorporate a lesson on oral health, nutrition and/or hygiene. Lesson plans and additional activity sheets are available to schools at the teacher’s request.

On the following pages you’ll find this year’s contest picture. Please photocopy both sides of the 2008 coloring sheet and give copies of the sheet to your patients to color in your waiting room or at home. They must fill out the appropriate information on the back of the coloring sheet. The picture can be colored with crayons, markers, paint, pencils, etc. Contestants must color their own entry without assistance from others.

This year’s grand prize winner will receive $100 cash for his/her school to be used at the school’s discretion, a gift card to Barnes and Noble, art supplies, and his/her winning coloring sheet featured in the Journal of the Colorado Dental Association. Winners will also be selected from each component society area across the state, and awarded art supplies and other prizes. Each winner’s classroom will receive toothbrushes and toothpaste.

The deadline to submit entries to the CDA is Feb. 29, 2008. Entries can be mailed to: Healthy Smiles Contest, 3690 S. Yosemite St., #100, Denver, CO 80237. Please call 303/740-6900 or 800/343-3010 for more information. Thank you for your participation!
Secure Your Credit Today!

By Mimi N. Hackley, M.P.H., C.F.P.®

We have all heard about the dangers of identity theft. Clever thieves steal personal information from trash, conduct phishing expeditions on the internet or even make phone calls pretending to be from government agencies. Victims of these scams encounter many difficulties during the ensuing two or more years in clearing their credit reports and getting their lives back in order.

There is a new opportunity to safeguard your credit and enjoy peace of mind again. Effective Nov. 1, 2007 each credit reporting agency will allow you to place a SECURITY FREEZE on your credit. In the past, this was available only in certain states or if you had already been a victim of identity theft.

This is how it works. You contact each agency and request the freeze. When it is in place, no new application for credit will be approved without your express authorization. This means that even if someone does succeed in stealing your information, they cannot fraudulently open new accounts in your name.

NO CHANGE will occur to any existing credit. If you have a mortgage, car loan or credit card, they will continue as before. Unfortunately, this means that a thief could access existing accounts. A good defense is to review all open accounts and close those you no longer need.

Contact:
Experian 888/397-3742 or Experian.com/consumer/security_freeze.html
TransUnion 800/862-7106 or TransUnion.com, click “Personal,” then “Fraud and Identity Theft,” then “Preventing”
Equifax 800/711-5341 or Equifax.com, click “Free Report, Dispute and Fraud Protection,” then “Protect Your Credit, Explore How”

You can THAW your credit at any time by providing the credit agencies with your password and pin. If you need financing for a car, house, college funding or other future expense, you can remove the freeze permanently or for a specified period of time. A separate letter to each agency is often required, with a cost of about $10. To apply for new credit you will also need your password and pin, so make sure to remember these so as not to delay your application. Anyone worried about identity theft and rarely in need of new credit should consider a freeze.

Parents of small children should also take note. Once your child has a social security number, it can be stolen. There are many examples of college-bound youngsters finding out that their identity was stolen many years ago.

Other vulnerable times are during a divorce or following a death. It is good practice to check your credit report from each agency once per year, preferably four months apart.

Secure your credit today!

2008 Healthy Smiles Coloring Contest Registration

First Name______________________________________________________

Last Name_______________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip ___________________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number___________________________________________________________________________________

School___________________________________________________________________________________________

Teacher’s Name__________________________________________________________________________________

Grade_______________________

Age_______________________

Coloring Contest Rules

Eligibility:
Children in kindergarten through sixth grade are eligible to participate.

Guidelines:
1. Contestants must color their own entry, without the assistance from others.
2. The picture can be colored with crayons, markers, paint, pencils, etc.
4. No purchase is necessary in order to enter.

Prizes:
The grand prize winner will receive $100 for his/her school, a gift card to Barnes and Noble, art supplies and his/her winning sheet featured in the Journal of the Colorado Dental Association. Up to 11 additional winners will be selected and awarded art supplies, posters and toothbrushes for their entire classes.

How to Enter:
Mail the completed coloring sheet to:
Healthy Smiles Contest
3690 S. Yosemite St., Suite 100
Denver, CO 80237

Don't forget to include your name, address, phone number and grade in the section above. Artwork becomes the property of the Healthy Smiles Coloring Contest and will not be returned unless previous arrangements have been made.
DENTAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
“Experience with Integrity”

Let us help you handle the day to day and month to month details of your practice while we provide the training and support that will put all the pieces together into a beautifully aligned “Mosaic” that depicts your practice.

- New Practice Start-Ups
- Ortho Consulting
- Stand Alone Management
- Transition Management
- Business Planning
- Complimentary Consultation

Pat Rosenzweig  720.936.6999  Anne Schnur  303.408.0267
5847 Kingsfield Street
Castle Rock, CO 80104-5205
Office: 303.660.0605  Fax: 303.221.8448
info@mosaicmanagementpro.com
www.mosaicmanagementpro.com

Volunteer dental professionals generously donated their time, talents and resources to provide prophies, extractions, restorations, root canals and, yes, even acrylic partial dentures to those who wanted “front teeth.”

This event was the CDA’s inaugural COMOM, which was not only met with great success and appreciation, but changed lives for anyone in attendance.

COMOM is a large-scale portable dental clinic that will travel to different regions of Colorado annually providing dentistry at no charge to those individuals without insurance or the means to afford dental care. The Alamosa program took place in the field house and gymnasium of Adams State College.

“We had an army of volunteers and in a matter of hours, the two gyms in the field house were transformed from boy’s basketball practice to a fully operating dental triage area and 100-chair dental clinic,” said Dr. John Hanck. “I know I’m not alone in feeling such a sense of pride and community when I watch such an extraordinary process take place.”

738 total volunteers came together to make COMOM possible. We appreciate the efforts of these 98 dentists, 48 dental hygienists, 76 dental assistants, 16 lab technicians, three medical doctors, 10 nurses, 33 students and 454 community volunteers.

Working together, these volunteers helped and treated 1,301 patients, providing at least $628,768 in donated dental care.

“I appreciate everything very much. The whole world should do this. There are no words to express my appreciation.”

-2007 COMOM patient, Alamosa, CO

The incredible need for COMOM was obvious as patients waited in 13 degree weather for COMOM doors to open. Many of these patients started lining up the night before the event. Once doors opened, patients were registered, medically screened and dentally triaged. They then waited for their turn to be treated in the oral surgery, restorative, endodontic or pediatric areas of the clinic. Some also visited the hygiene area for cleanings and/or the dental lab section for denture adjustments or partial denture construction. Nearly 100 chairs were in use at any given time throughout the COMOM two-day clinic. Once patients were finished with treatment, they went...
Please Register Today!

COMOM 2008 will take place at The Ranch (the Larimer County Fairgrounds and Event Complex), July 17-20, 2008, in Loveland, Colo. This is a wonderful opportunity to help those who need it most while volunteering alongside your colleagues. Register online at www.cdaonline.org/COMOM.htm. Call the CDA with any additional questions you may have, 303/740-6900 or 800/343-3010.

through an exit interview process and received follow-up care instructions. Dentists, dental hygienists and other volunteers traveled to Alamosa from all four corners of Colorado and from neighboring states. A team from Connecticut also came out to observe Colorado’s event in preparation for their first MOM event in April 2008.

“Learn one, do one, teach one – this is the mantra of MOM events,” said COMOM Task Force Chair Dr. Steve Schiffer. “COMOM was incredibly fortunate to have the support and on site help and experience from the Kansas Mission of Mercy, Nebraska Mission of Mercy and Texas Mission of Mercy teams. These caring individuals took time from their practices and busy lives to travel to Colorado to help us set-up and run our first COMOM. They were truly invaluable to our event. In addition, our appreciation goes to all Colorado volunteers, and especially the local community, service clubs and churches in the San Luis Valley. Our deepest thanks to each of these COMOM heroes.”

COMOM has been influential to several organizations; in fact, the Colorado Northwestern Community College Dental Hygiene School in Rangely, Colo. made COMOM a part of their curriculum. These organizations—educational, religious, service oriented, social, entrepreneurial and corporate—generously supported the Alamosa event. A very special thank you to the following groups and individuals who helped fund COMOM, fed volunteers, donated supplies and services, and provided special assistance to make COMOM a reality:

Adams State College
Adams State College Community Partnerships
Aerodental, Inc.
Alamosa Chamber of Commerce
Alamosa General Rental
Alamosa Optimist Club
Alamosa Pharmacy
Alamosa Police Department
Alamosa Rotary Club

Alamosa Seventh Day Adventist Church
Alamosa Sheriff’s Department
Dr. Roger Allan
Alta Fuels
American College of Dentists
Amish Community
Dr. Daniel Avant
Dr. Scott Bares
Dr. Nelly Barreto
Melvin Beede
Myra Bender
Dr. Robert Benke
Boy Scout Troop #307
Burk hart
David Chavez
Dr. Nick Chiovitti
City Market
CLFS Equitites/Lustig Family Foundation
Coca-Cola
Colorado Northwestern Community College Dental Hygiene School
Colorado Springs Dental Society
Dr. Robert Colt
Community Banks of Colorado
Community College of Denver Dental Hygiene Program
Copic Financial Services
Crestone Eagle
Gary Cummins
Daylite Donuts
Delta Dental of Colorado
DENTSPLY International
Dr. Joseph Devine
Domino’s Pizza
Emberwilde Productions
Dr. Stephen Fante
First Southwest Bank
First United Methodist Church in Alamosa
Forba Holdings, LLC
Freeman Decorating

Dr. Carol Morrow anesthetizes a patient at the “numbing station” before treatment.

Dr. Cyrus Fanning (center) and his assistant Heather (right) pose with their beaming patient after treatment.

Boy Scouts doing their part to volunteer at COMOM.
Front Range Community College Dental Assisting School
Ft. Market
Giovani’s Restaurant
Goetze Dental
Charlotte Golden
Dr. Geoffrey Haradon
International College of Dentists
Dr. Bruce Iverson
Sara Anne Iverson
K & R Rentals
Dr. James Kearney
Dr. John Kearney
Keny-Tv
KGIW
Dr. Yvette Killingsworth
Kiwanis of Alamosa
Kiwanis of South Fork
KLS Preferred Dental Supply
KRZA
KSLV
KSPK
Dr. Dwaine Kurtz
Dr. Karl Lackler
Larimer County Tobacco Prevention
Listerine
Lucky LuRue Band
Magnolia Federation Women’s Club
Margaret Maier
Mariachi Band
McDonald’s in Alamosa
Metro Denver Dental Society Staff
Midi Age Productions
Dr. Ronald Morse
Dr. Rhett Murray
Napa Auto Parts
New Life Church
Patterson Dental
Pepsi Bottling Co.
Personal Oral Hygiene
Police Chief John Jackson
Peter Poses
Procter & Gamble/Crest
Pueblo Rotary 43 Foundation
Rangely Liquor
Rangely True Value
Rely Aid, Jamestown Health & Medical Supply Co.
Rio Grande Savings & Loan
Rocky Mountain Sanitation
Dr. Edward Rosenfeld
Rotary of Alamosa
Sacred Heart Catholic Church
Safeway
Saguache Crescent
Sam’s Club #6631
San Luis Federal Bank
San Luis Valley Quality Concrete
Sand Dunes National Park
Sargent Junior/Senior High School FBLA
Dr. Stephen Schiffer
Sedexco
Sheriff Dave Stong
Shirt Stop
Dr. Rodney Skogerboe
Smart Scrubs/Smart Practice
Sen. Nancy Spence
Dr. Peter Spence
Dr. Jaclynn Spencer
Sportsman Liquor
Dr. Christopher Sprout
Stock Lumber Company
Sullivan Schein
The Kenneth King Foundation
The Knights of Columbus in Alamosa
The Pinon Seed Bakery
Dr. Mark Uremovich
Dr. Milan Uremovich
Dr. Cal Utke
Kathryn Utke
Valley Courier
Valley Publishing
Sarah Vanderlaan
Dr. Eric Van Zytveld
Wall, Smith and Bateman Computers

Crystal Courier Service
Specializing in Dental Delivery Services from Fort Collins to Pueblo, Same Day!
Call Us: (303) 534-2306
www.crystalcourierservice.com

Kevin L. Evans DDS Consulting, PC
“Understanding the exquisitely demands of our profession”
Kevin L. Evans DDS
Over 30 years of Clinical Experience
Helping Dentists Enjoy and Succeed in Their Great Vocation
Call for a No-Fee Consultation

6900 East Belleview Avenue
Suite 203
Greenwood Village, CO 80111
(303) 796-8668
www.kevinlevansddsconsulting.com
kle@kevinlevansdds.com
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The Colorado Dental Association thanks the following volunteers who gave of their time, talents and resources to make COMOM possible in 2007!

Arica Abrams DDS  
Ed Adams  
Jessica Adams  
Lucy Adams  
Sharon Adams  
John Ahlschwede DDS  
Judy Ahlschwede  
Judy Alcarez  
Roger Allan DDS  
Breckglyn Alleman DDS  
Daniel Alleman DDS  
Cami Anderson  
Cheryl Anderson  
Dora Gay Anderson  
Steve Anderson DDS  
Loretta Andis  
Lynette Andrew  
David Andrus  
Jessica Andrus  
Judy Angerer  
Heather Angers  
Robert Antiel DDS  
Vicki Antiel  
Mercedes Aponte RDH  
Stephanie Aragon  
Kamal Ararso  
Heather Archuleta  
Kathy Archuleta  
Dawn Arellano  
Cathy Arizpe  
Anita Armold  
Brenda Atencio  
Valerie Atencio  
Kim Awad  
Riley Bache  
Regina Bagley RDA  
Justin Baird  
Stephanie Ballard  
Claire Barker  
Brittany Barr  
Nelly Barreto DMD  
Neelye Bartlett  
Wendy Battistelli  
Debbie Bauer  
Gerald Bauer DDS  
Leslie Bechaver  
Michael Bemski  
Robert Benke DDS  
Christine Benne  
Michael Bennett AAS  
Jane Benson  
Michael Bent  
Sherry Berdanier  
Bruce Bergstrom  
Alicia Berlinger  
Eunice Bernal  
Ronald Berquist DDS  
Shirley Bervig  
Nuri Betof  
Josephine Bicknell  
James Bird  
Ashley Bishop  
Carolyn Bishop  
Julie Blackman  
Charlotte Bobinski  
Emmanuel Bol  
Joelle Boos-Medina  
Julie Bradley  
Luis Bravo DMD  
Benita Brink  
Kelly Brink  
Rose Brittian  
Ar dell Broadbent  
Pam Brown RN  
Tracy Brown  
Bergstrom Bruce  
Cathy Buhr  
Peyton Bulla  
Dwayne Bussey  
Courtney Butler  
Andrea Buxton  
Diane Caffey  
Melissa Caldon  
Don Cannon  
Kate Carlson  
Larry Carpenter  
Colleen Carter DDS  
David Carter  
Margaret Carter  
Elita Castleberry  
Angela Castro  
Elsa Castro DMD  
Emily Catlin  
Kyle Catlin  
Chris Caton  
Sarah Cerce r er es EDDA  
Bennie Chacon  
Kim Chacon  
Tavita Chacon  
Dorothy Chambers  
Mark Chambers DDS  
Heather Chapman  
MaryJo Chase  
Natalie Chavez RN  
Robert Chavez  
Christine Chick  
Nicholas Chiovitti DDS  
Mary Chisholm  
Richard Christiansen DDS  
Mike Cimino DDS  
Deb Clark  
Loretta Clark PA  
Morris Clark DDS  
Tracy Connors  
Edward Contreras  
DeeDee Cooley  
Toni Cordova  
Yvonne Cordova  
Alison Corner  
Michelle Coulter  
Howard Cox PA-C  
Judy Crisco  
Kerris Crosett  
R. Marie Cruz  
Donna Cryer ASDH  
John Cryer  
Gary Cummins  
Sue Cummins  
Cynthia Daniels  
Chandler Davis  
Laura Davis  
Phil Davis  
Shalae Davis  
Darlene De Marce  
Jan DeBell  
Jana Denker  
William Devine CDT  
Joy DiCamillo  
Carol Dingeldey  
Dr. Richard Smith, of Texas, makes treatment plans for a family in the triage area at COMOM.

Pam Dinkfe lt  
Linda Divido  
George-Ann Dixon  
Richard Dobbin DDS  
John Dolde  
Laura Dominguez  
Leticia Dominguez  
Deborah Donaldson  
Melissa Dowdrick  
Kathy Doyle  
Kar in Driscoll  
Missy Dunahoo  
Tracy Dunaway AAS  
Yolanda Duncan  
Marlene Dunis  
Jardina Dunn  
Tanda Dunn  
Marianne Dunne  
Noel Dunne  
M. Bernadette Duran  
Rex Duran  
Sid Dwyer  
Connie Jean Dyer  
Miles Eddy  
Heather Edwards  
Shawn Elliott  
Jayme Emmons  
Geoff Engelhardt DDS  
Melissa Escheman  
Joan Eskens RDH  
Libby Espinosa  
Yanira Espinoza RDH  
Richard Esquibel  
Margaret Evans  
Amy Fabiano  
Cyrus Fanning DDS  
Jennifer Fawaz RDH  
Gary Field DDS  
Micheal Filipovich  
Gabrielle Filter  
Jenny Filter DDS  
Maximillion Filter  
Samuel Filter  
Rosemary Finley  
Thomas Finley DDS  
Brian Fitzpatrick DMD  
Celeste Fitzpatrick  
Joel Fleming  
Kimberly Flickinger  
Lucy Flores  
Emily Foertisch  
Candace Forbes  
Cory Foster DDS  
Susan Foster RN  
Chris Fox RDH  
Julie Francescato  
Zane Francescato  
Jim Franckum DDS  
Lucas Franisco  
Mary French  
Tesa Frevert  
Alex Gaebler CMT  
Carol Gallegos AAS  
Kelly Gallegos  
Raeann Gallegos  
Alta Garcia

COMOM continued on page 22
Ana Garcia
Antonio Garcia
Carlos Garcia
Debbie Garcia
Jodi Garcia
Katharina Garcia
Pat Garcia
Ruben Garcia MBA
Sandy Garcia
Rose Gardea
Lu Anne Garvin
Stephanie Galyn RDH
Amy Gavito RDH
Julie Geiser
Bob Gherardi
Anne Gibbs RDH
Kurt Gibson DDS
Kyanna Gibson
Aftin Gillespie
Beatrice Givens
Elesha Goad
Denise Godinez
Elesha Goad
Beatrice Givens
Aftin Gillespie

COMOM continued from page 21

Rege Hastings DDS
Jessie Haugen
Wendy Hawkins
Sherry Hayes
Thomas Heba DDS
Charles Heber DrPH
Adrie Heersink
Jan Heiman
Marie Henderson
Lisa Hendricks
Tammy Ann Herrera
Margery Herrington
Steve Hershcopf DDS
Bev Hettinger
Dale Hettinger
Jordan Hicks
Ken Hightower
Linda Hightower
Pauline Hill
James Hillis
Monica Hinds
Debra Hoier
Dana Hollifield
Megan Holman
Mark Hood
Kaley Hoover
Gary Hor DMD
Marjane Horn
Katlin Hornig
Kathy Hornish
Becky Horton
Rocky Horton
Beverly Hottor
Pat Houser
Amy Houston EDDA
Marie Hoyenski
Meghan Hummer
Angelica Hunault AAS
Jeff Hurst DDS
Robert Ihlefeldt
Maryanne Imig
Jennifer Ingham
Caroline Irwin
Margaret Denise Isaacs RDH
Jeni Jack
Cathy Jackson
Glenda Jackson
Lee Jackson
Theresa Jaramillo
Ashly Jasmin
Lynette Jenkins
Ole Jensen DDS
Moises Jimenez
Jennifer Jiron
Deanne Johnson
Debbie Johnson
Josh Johnson
Ted Johnson DDS
Amanda Jojola
Ankur Jolly DDS
Peggy Jolly
Brittany Jones
Christine Jones DDS
Diana Jones
Jerri Jones
Jessica Jones
Joshua Jones
Margaret Jones
Marty Jones
Pam Jones
Tee Jones RDH
Bob Jordan AAS, BA
Cara Jordan RDH
Christine Jordan CAN
John Jordan
Virginia Jordan
Juana Jose
Adriana Juan
Jeff Kahl DDS
Joanne Kaufman
Joel Kaufman MD
Tricia Kaufman
Stephanie Kaufmann DDS
John Kearney DDS
Amber Keefe
Leslee Keenan
Sarah Keith
Mary Kelloff
Amber Kendall
Elizabeth Kenney
Gina Kessler DDS
Roy Kiefer
Sarah King
Christina Kirby
Alison Kitchens
Steve Kitchens
Stewart Klair
Jessica Klecker
Pam Klecker
Susan Knaus
Dawn Kochancic
Robert Koff DMD
Anna Kohl
Bessie Konishi
Dianne Koshak
Meghan Kovarik
Beth Kreider DDS
Bothe Kretsinger
Trudy Kretsinger
Kirk Kriner
Alan Kusek DDS
Jennifer LaBerge
Kerri Lancaster RDH
Brenda Larsen
Julie Larson
Michael Larson DDS
Thuy Le
Charlotte Ledonee RN
Kathy Lee
David Lenderts
Edward Leone Jr. DMD
Helen Lester
Madalaine Lester
Elaine Levesque
Allyn Lewis
Bob Linden
Robin Liston MPH
Charr Lopez
Judy Lopez
Michael Lopez
Salzo Lopez
Jodi Lovato
LeeAnn Lovato
Emily Lowder
Chasmin Lucero
Josef Lucero CDT
Lisa Lucero
Nora Lucero
Estevan Lujan
Yvette Lujan
Tom Lunder
Dave Lurye DDS
Ernesto Macias EDDA
Crystal Mackey
Chris Macri DDS
Stacy Madrid
Belen Maestas
Cynthia Maestas
Teresita Maestas
Vanessa Maestas
Jalayne Main EDDA
Laura March
Alicia Margheim
Barb Margos EDDA
Sharyn Markus
Jacque Marple
Richard Marquez
Amanda Martin
Alysia Martinez
Amy Martinez
Bea Martinez
Carol Martinez LPN
Francis Martinez
Jovita Martinez
Martin Martinez
Maryanne Martinez
Rose Martinez
Ryan Martinez
Sunny Martinez
Toni Martinez
Trisha Martinez
Salvador Martinez Lopez Jr
Mike Masamori
Michele Mascarenas
Jessica Matta
Bobbi Maul
Dr. Linda Mawhorter
Gabriella Mayer
Joshua Mayer
Molly McBride
Rebecca McCarroll
Becky McCormick
Cami McCullough
Cathy McCurdy
Donna, RN McDonnell
Tara McGovern RDH
Susan McIntosh RDH
Pat McIntyre
Rose McKee
Ann McKenn
Audrey Mead
Angela Medina
Danielle Medina
Michelle Medina
Molly Meehan RDH
Gerrie Messer
Diane Meyer RN
Jay Meyer
Robert Meyer DMD
Leola Miller
Elin Minks
Paul Mizoue DDS
Chuck Mogs
Rose Mogs
Cathy Montera RN
Heather Montoya
Inez Montoya
Nicole Montoya
Jeanette Morales
Mary Morin
Tom Morin
Terri Morreale RDH
Amanda Morris
Bob Morrow DMD
Carol Morrow DDS
Steve Muller
Vicky Muller
Taelor Mullins
Lillie Munoz
Pattie Murphy
Rhett Murray DDS
Margaret Musgnung RDH
Donna Musso RDH
Kelli Naibauer
Talitha Najera
Pauline Naran
Nicole Neilsen
Jackie Ness
Cindy Newberry
Christine Newton
In today’s multi-generational work-place, it’s often obvious there are sometimes great differences between what makes you tick as the practice owner and what motivates or inspires other team members. Rather than bemoan the work ethic or attitudes of a younger or older team member, you’re more apt to enjoy better results if you understand how generational experiences shape individual strengths and create perceived weaknesses.

While individuals within any group vary widely, there are four broad generational groups that are often found in dental practices: (1) Traditionalists, (2) Baby Boomers, (3) Generation “Xers,” and (4) Millennials. While these four groups seem homogenous, they do not all share the same core values.

Traditionalists – Born before 1946

This group is shrinking in the workplace as many have retired or are on their way to retirement. They know how to live within a limited budget and, as a result, tend to be financially conservative. They value sacrifice and commitment. They are fiercely loyal to their jobs and expect to work in one job for many years. Family has often had to take a back seat to work. They define themselves by their career.

The strategy:
- Recognize and respect their experience and draw from this valuable commodity.
- Offer them job security.
- Appreciate their dedication.
- Honor and respect the chain of command.
- Value their experience.
- Give them their own workspace.

Baby boomers – Born 1946 to 1964

Well known for being extremely hard working, this generation all but invented the 60 hour work week. This group is also loyal and many of them have a single job throughout their working career. Because of their great numbers, baby boomers have been forced to compete for jobs. They believe that they can get ahead through loyalty and hard work. This generation lives to work and feels personally identified by their career achievements. They are highly competitive, anti-authority and thrive on challenging the status quo.

The strategy:
- Show respect.
- Communicate face-to-face whenever possible, they love to have meetings.
- Being autonomous and self-directed, both you and they benefit from being actively involved in the process.
- Give them your full attention.
- Draw on their wealth of work, life experience and knowledge.
- Communicate the goals clearly.
- Show them respect by allowing them to express their opinions freely, be open to the fact that you may learn something new.

Generation Xers – Born 1965 to 1980

These are the first latchkey kids; because their parents were working all the time, thus forcing them to be highly resourceful. They are easily bored and tend to change careers frequently. They have seen their parents get laid off despite being loyal to their jobs so they are skeptics and don’t believe in corporate loyalty. While they may not be loyal to the corporation in the way their parents were, they are often intensely loyal to their boss. They thrive on challenge and will change jobs in order to get it. While they are hard working, unlike their parents, work is not the most important...

Bridging the Generation Gap

By Janet and Larry Steward
thing in the world to them. There’s a whole other life out there at the end of the workday and they intend to take full advantage of it.

**The strategy:**

- Lighten up and have fun.
- Communicate by e-mail instead of phone whenever possible.
- Respect that they value a more balanced life and they have plenty to do after the end of the workday.
- Consistently keep them challenged and give frequent, informative feedback.
- Craving autonomy, they feel stifled when micromanaged.

**Millenials – Born 1981 to 1999**

While many in this generation are still in school, they are now beginning to enter the workforce. This group is community centered, having been exposed to group school activities and other group activities from a young age. They love working with their friends and being organized into teams. They are used to being shuttled between soccer, ballet, and whatever-else practice that their lives are busy, busy, busy. They are high achievers, well-educated, open-minded, optimistic and sociable. Technology is so much a part of their lives that they are connected 24/7. They often know much more about technology than older generations, so be prepared to learn from them. They thrive on structure and leadership. They are high-energy, high self-esteem with a can-do attitude.

**The strategy:**

- Give frequent, immediate feedback.
- Give them challenges and reward them with increased responsibility.
- Involve them in the decision-making process; they love working in groups.
- Ask them for their opinions.

It’s important to recognize, respect and appreciate generational differences, and then embrace those differences. Your success as a manager and leader depends on your ability to manage across the generation gap, which means finding ways to interact and motivate each group to take full advantage of their personal and generational strengths.

---


Do you have a practice management column you’d like answered in this quarterly column? Submit your questions to molly@cdaonline.org or 3690 S. Yosemite St., #100, Denver, CO 80237.
ADS PRECISE
consultants
Practice Transitions Made Perfect™

PETER MIRABITO, DDS
peter@precisec.com

JED ESPOSITO, MBA
jed7@ecentral.com

37 Years Combined Experience

Stop by our booth at the
ROCKY MOUNTAIN DENTAL
CONVENTION

January 17th – 19th, 2008
Booth #639

303-759-8425 • 800-307-2537 • www.ADStransitions.com

PRACTICE SALES APPRAISALS

• SERVING DENTISTS SINCE 1986
• PARTNERSHIPS
• TRANSITION PLANNING
• PHASED BUY IN/OUT
• WIDEST ACCESS TO QUALIFIED BUYERS
• SELLERS CASHED OUT
• TAX REDUCTION ON SALE $$
• DENTAL BUILDING SALES
• ASSOCIATE RECRUITMENT

Call for FREE Practice Value Estimate

PRACTICES FOR SALE:
COLORADO: Aurora, Boulder, Colorado Springs, Commerce City, Crested Butte, Denver, Cherry Creek, Downtown Denver, Dillon, Durango, Fort Collins, Denver Tech Center, Dillon/Silverthorne, Glenwood Springs, Eagle, Littleton, Lakewood, Western Mountain Resorts, Central CO, Southern CO, Pueblo, Southwest CO, Edwards, Winter Park,
NEVADA: Las Vegas
ARIZONA: Glendale, Phoenix, Flagstaff, Tucson.
IOWA: Southwest
NEBRASKA: Western NE.
SOUTH DAKOTA: Sturgis-Spearfish.
WYOMING: Casper, Buffalo.

ASSOCIATE POSITIONS:
COLORADO: Parker, Denver (Spanish speaking a must)
Temporary Dentist Available: 20+ years experienced practitioner
Oral Surgery: Denver Gr $1.4M w/Buyin.
WYOMING: Casper Gr $1.4M

TRANSITION CONSULTING
FOR DENTAL PROFESSIONALS!

“NATIONAL BROKERAGE”
SELLING or BUYING A PRACTICE!
ASSOCIATESHIPS AND PARTNERSHIPS!

Call Today! (303) 973.2147
www.sastransitions.com
susan@practicebrokers.com
**Classified Ads:**


**Positions Available**

**Associate Buy-Out:** Greeley, Colo. This is a phased transition. Brief associate period leading to ownership. Excellent practice, superior reputation, great Colorado lifestyle. Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@sastransitions.com.

**Associate Buy-In or Buy-Out:** Cheyenne, Wyo. Three operatory practice grossing $820,000, with 45 percent overhead. Call Larry Chatterley 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

**Associate Buy-In:** Hotchkiss, Colo. Very busy practice with six ops. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

**Associate Buy-Out:** Grand Junction, Colo. Grossing $680,000/yr. in 2006. All fee-for-service patient base with four ops. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

**Associate Buy-Out:** Woodland Park, Colo. Very modern facility with six ops. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

**Associate:** Grand Junction, Colo. Experienced GP needed for busy practice. Four ops. of nice equipment in great location! Generous base salary plus commission. Possible buy-in and partnership. Call Professional Marketing and Appraisal, Jerry Weston, 800/632-7155.

**Associate:** Busy SE Denver dental practice seeks general dentist for full- or part-time employee. Associate position with ownership opportunities in an established group practice of over 30 years. Complete benefit package. Enjoy the rewards and benefits of beautiful Colorado. Please contact Dr. John Pfalzgraf at Cherry Hills Dental Associates at 303/757-8446.

**Associate:** Associate position available in a general practice treating children. State-of-the-art facility. Digital x-ray. Friendly staff. Starting at $120,000/year with benefits. Possible future partnership. Call 303/520-3023.

**Dentists:** Denver, Colo. Perfect Teeth is seeking senior dentists in Colorado with a compensation range of $90,000 to $200,000+. Successful private or group practice experience required. Benefit package. Also seeking associate dentists (compensation range $75,000 to $95,000). Specialist opportunities also available for part- and full-time ortho, endo, oral surgery, pedo and perio with exceptional compensation. Call Dr. Mark Birner at 303/691-0680, e-mail at mbirner@birnerdental.com or visit www.bdnsmperfectteeth.com.

**Dentists:** Denver, Colo. Dental One is opening new offices in the upscale suburbs of Denver. Dental One is unique in that each of our 12 offices in the Denver area has an individual name such as Rock Canyon Dental Care or Heath Park Dental Care in Aurora. All of our offices have top of the line equipment, digital x-rays and intra-oral cameras. We are 100% fee-for-service but take most PPO plans. PPO patients make up 70% of our patient bases. We offer competitive salaries, a complete benefits package and equity buy-in opportunities. To learn more about working for Dental One, please call Rich Nicely at 972/755-0836.

**Dentist:** High Plains Community Health Center in Lamar is located in the historic area of southeastern Colorado with abundant open space, friendly people, a low cost of living and numerous recreational activities. This is a great opportunity for an enthusiastic dentist to work in a dentally underserved area. Our health center provides comprehensive health care services to a diverse, underserved population and can give you the satisfaction that comes from helping those who need you most. Excellent benefit package includes health, life, DME, 11 paid holidays, a month per year of paid time-off and malpractice coverage. This position offers a competitive salary and loan repayment opportunity. Please fax CV to Jay Brooke at 719/336-0265 or e-mail information to jbrooke@highplainschc.net.

**Dentists/Hygienists:** Dentists and hygienists wanted. Boulder/Mante Mexico Dental Project needs volunteers to travel and work in Mexico for a week at a time. A life changing experience. Spanish is not necessary. Contact Dr. Rod Tuenge, 303/449-0431 or rtuenge@husm.com.

**Practices/Office Space for Sale/Lease**

**Practice:** Colorado mountains. Highly profitable general practice for sale in beautiful resort community. Great opportunity for experienced GP GPR or AEGD. Producing over $1M/yr. 32 hrs/wk. Fee-for-service. Ready for easy turn-key transition. Seller is reluctantly relocating. E-mail rockymtndds@earthlink.net.

**Practice:** North/central Boulder general practice with six chairs. Very modern. Average age of dental equipment is two years. Can accommodate two dentists. Gross income $950,000. Call 303/499-7133 or 303/579-9729.

**Practice:** Southwestern Colorado. Fee-for-service dental practice with condo! Grossing $510,000. High tech practice offering cosmetic/restorative services in a mountain town! Great cash flow! Motivated seller. Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@PracticeBrokers.com.

**Practice:** Aurora, Colo. Selling price: $120,000. Producing over $300,000. Low overhead, nice equipment and facility, good rent, great team. Motivated seller. Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@PracticeBrokers.com.

**To Sell or Buy a Practice, Manage Associate Buy-In and Buy-Outs:** Call Susan Spear, Practice Transition Consultant / Licensed Broker Medical Practice Brokers, Inc. 303/973-2147 or susan@sastransitions.com.

**Pediatric Dental Practice:** Eureka, Calif. Attention all pediatric residents! Producing $1.3M. Outstanding location, large patient base, new facility, all of the “bells and whistles.” Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@practicebrokers.com.

**Practice:** Denver/Lakewood, Colo. Practice producing $390,000 part-time! Nice location and facility, loyal patient base. Great satellite practice. Owner wants to stay on with the transition! Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@practicebrokers.com.

**Practice:** Cherry Creek, Colo. Great starter practice! Producing $227,000, nice equipment, good location. Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@practicebrokers.com.

**Practice:** South Lakewood, Colo. Producing $1M with excellent patient base. Six treatment rooms, beautiful shared dental suite, private office, lab on premises, great staff, no other opportunity can compare! Call Susan Spear, 303/973-2147 or susan@practicebrokers.com.

**Practice:** Craig, Colo. Experience all of the rewards of living and practicing in a Colorado mountain community, where clean air and panoramic views abound. Well-established premiere general dental practice with an emphasis on cosmetics, and crown and bridge. Owner is seeking brief introduction period with full transition to new owner. Please reply in confidence with your objectives, curriculum vitae and written goals to: The Sletten Group, Inc., 7882 S. Argoane St., Centennial, CO 80106. Call 303/699-0990 fax 303/699-4863 or e-mail pamelalifetransitions.com.

**Practice:** Pueblo, Colo. Fast growing county in south central Colorado, 30 miles from Colorado Springs. Close to hunting, fishing, white water rafting and ski slopes. Producing $85,000+ per month. Undergoing office remodeling. $794,760. Contact Dr. Robert B. Deloian at Professional Transition Strategies, 303/814-9541.


**Practice:** Longmont, Colo. Grossing over $521,000, fee-for-service patient base. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

**Practice:** SE Aurora, Colo. Grossing $360,000 with three ops. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

**Classifieds** continued on page 28.
CLASSIFIEDS continued from page 27

Practice: Cortez area. Grossing $120,000 with two ops. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.


Practice: Littleton, Colo. Grossing $159,000, two ops. with room for another. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.


Practice: Delta, Colo. Acquire the building and the practice for $220,000. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.

Practice: Eastern Colo. Grossing $500,000, netting $320,000. Priced at $250,000. Call Larry Chatterley at 303/795-8800 or go to www.ctc-associates.com.


Seller/Buyer Services: If you would like more information on how to buy, sell or associate in a practice, please check our Web site, www.ctc-associates.com or call CTC Associates at 303/795-8800.

Practices: 1. Aurora, Colo. Great location, three ops. collecting $400,000 with $200,000+ profit. 2. Centennial, Colo. Four ops. of new equipment, collecting $35,000 per month, owner financing. 3. Louisville, Colo. Booming area, great location, three ops., doctor retiring. For information on these and other listings, call 800/632-7155, Professional Marketing and Appraisal.


Office Space: Dentist’s suite for lease overlooking beautiful gardens in north metro, ready to move in. High traffic property with numerous dentists’, surgeons’ and doctors’ offices. Across street from Kaiser Permanente. Lots of free off-street parking. This facility has five operating rooms with water and vacuum already installed. Some office finish allowance is nego. This easy to manage building is also for sale to an owner occupant who wants to control expenses and increase profits. Call Bill Pomeroy, 303/359-5690, for sale or lease information.

Space Sharing: Denver, Colo. Share expenses – why pay for everything yourself? Seeking general dentist/specialist wanting to share practice costs without the burden of going solo on expenses. Office totally re-equipped three years ago. Four operators, each with computer, intra-oral camera, DVD, CD, satellite radio and TV. Digital x-ray, Pan-X, C-arms, Luma beam, portable Diagnodent, Harvey, Statim, & Hydrim washer. Software schedules, bills, processes insurance for multiple providers. Private office, consult room, and reception room with large flat screen educational program. Contact Dr. Pavlik, 719/592-0878 or jpa@preserverprises.com.

Space Sharing: If you’re not sure about re-upping with your current lease or want to expand, build or start-up in the Littleton area, look me up before you commit to something else. I have 2,600 sq. ft. of well-designed, already built-out space with great street visibility, and I want to keep my practice active and growing. Write me at iowagraddds@yahoo.com and see if there’s a deal that’s right for both of us!

Office Space: Boulder general practice offering cosmetic services, high-tech equipment. Great location with high visibility. Open to share space with dentist or specialist. Please call 303/449-1119 or fax 303/449-1914.

Office Space: First floor dental office in Cherry Creek. Please call 303/703-6722.

Office Space: Dental building for sale or lease. Free-standing dental and office building located near downtown Littleton, 5,000 sq. ft. available for sale or lease. Property has on-site parking and large monument sign. For information contact Colliers Bennett & Kahnweiler, 4643 S. Ulster St., Suite 1000, Denver, CO, Robert Pipkin, 303/745-5800.


Office Space: Loveland, Colo. A unique opportunity to build your practice in a beautiful state-of-the-art facility. Loveland’s proposed Mountain View Dental Arts and Professional Center. A high visibility location with outstanding demographics next to the 1,144 student Mountain View High School. Enjoy a realistic path to the savings and wealth building benefits of owning your own beautiful, efficient facility. For complete details, contact Kirby Phillips, Medical Facility Partners, LLC, 720/308-6430.
Office Space: Two dental/medical spaces available in Louisville, Colo.: 335 S. Boulder Rd: Orthodontic practice infrastructure in 2,400 sq. ft. medical office suite available for lease now at $14.95-$16.95/sq. ft. NNN. Landlord may consider smaller configuration. 317 S. Boulder Rd: 1,288 sq. ft. office space w/ several potential dental applications avail immediately at $12.00-$13.00/sq. ft. NNN. Contact Dan Estey or Chris Boston 303-442-1040; danestey@gibbonswhite.com or cboston@gibbonswhite.com.

Office Space: Aurora, Colo. Professional dental office space consisting of 1,234 sq. ft. is available for lease. It is currently partitioned, plumbed and wired for three dental operatories. The dental suite is in excellent condition, and in a wonderful location and beautiful building. Great visibility and easy access near a residential area. Ideal location for a general dentist, orthodontist, pedodontist, prosthodontist, periodontist or endodontist. Call Dr. James Trompeter at 303/688-3838.

Office Space: Loveland, Colo. New construction class “A” space. Up to 8,500 sq. ft. available for immediate build-out. Great location and tenant finish allowance. Call Dr. James Trompeter at 303/688-3838.

Office Space: Build/Relocate/Remodel: Call us or visit www.fcblnder.com for free office locator assistance. Foothills Commercial Builders, the future is now! 303/755-5711 x306.

Office Space: Offered for lease or lease/purchase. Up to 4,800 sq. ft. ready to build-out in brand new building with dramatic views of the Front Range. Access growing patient populations in northeastern Colorado Springs and expand your practice from this ideal location adjacent to Endodontic Specialists. Competitive lease rates with generous tenant finish allowance or lease-purchase as condo. Call Jane Pec, 719/599-3210 or Tom Binnings at 719/471-0000.


Office Space: Fountain, Colo. Close to Colorado Springs. One of the fastest growing areas in Colorado. Three-to-five ops., two offices, lab, reception, admin. #2. Finished dental or oral surgery space, County Line Road and south Holly Street. Four ops., office, reception, two restrooms, recovery room, two labs. Great location, excellent value. Contact Bob, 303/71588.

Office Space: First floor office with five operatory suites located in central Greeley. All plumbing, nitrous lines, computer lines and cabinetry are in place, along with sterilization room and lab space. Call Dr. Kevin Evans, 303/796-8668.

Office Space: Leasing new space? Your new landlord is represented by a commercial realtor, attorney and other expert resources. Who is representing your best interests in the transaction? Tenant representation – we represent YOUR best interests: site identification and demographics analysis; lease valuation and analysis; lease negotiations; and experienced dental services (space planning, information technology, space design and construction support). We will locate the optimum practice growth potential site for you, represent your best interests in the leasing process and assist in overall facility development. Kirby Phillips Remax Professionals, Inc. – Commercial, 303/988-4555.

Office Space: Lakewood, Colo. Dental office space for lease at 2290 Kipling St. Building has eight other dental practices. 1,000 sq. ft., three ops. plus office, lab and x-ray. Owner will assist with cost of tenant finish. Call Jack Maxfield, 303/919-0813.

SERVICES/ANNOUNCEMENTS/MISC.


For Sale: ImageMax x-ray film processor, $2,000 O.B.O. Saves money on cleaning products and chemistry; no more lost films; no roller marks or artifacts; and no more cleaning rollers, belts or tracks. Solves your x-ray processing problems by moving the chemistry not the film. Please call 303/791-3232 with interest or questions.


CLASSIFIEDS continued on page 30
Temporary Coverage: We have more jobs than we have dentists! Just name your flat daily fee. Paid weekly. Bread and butter procedures only. Maternity, disability, personal leaves. Fee-for-service practices, not mills. We can’t call you until you first call us. No strings or obligation. So say hello. Doctors per Diem, Inc., 800/600-0963. Temporary placement (locums) since 1997. Ask us the secret to working out of state occasionally or on demand, in state. E-mail: docs@doctorsperdiem.com or visit http://www.doctorsperdiem.com.

Looking To Hire A Trained Dental Assistant? We have dental assistants graduating every three months in the Denver/Boulder, Colorado Springs and Grand Junction areas. To hire or to host a 32-hour externship, please call the Colorado School of Dental Assisting at 866/880-3030.

Service: Concerned Colorado Dentists (CCD) is a subcommittee of the Colorado Dental Association. We are in existence to help colleagues, staff and/or families who think they may have a problem with substance abuse. If you think you or someone you know may have a problem, please call Dr. Michael Ford at 303/810-4475 (day or night). All inquiries are kept confidential.


Practice, Equipment and Real Estate Financing: We provide financing for the purchase of new/existing practices. Equipment financing and real estate. We can assist you with your entire banking relationship. Please call Tyson Bullard at 303/473-2310 or Tyson.Bullard@USBank.com.

Delivery: Let Crystal Courier Service take care of your delivery needs! From Ft. Collins to Pueblo, we deliver SAME DAY. Call 303/534-2306 or visit us on the Web at www.crystalcourierservice.com.

Attorneys: Representing dentists/dental practices: Practice start-ups, purchase/sale of practices, associate agreements, employment law, and contracts. Hourly and flat fee billing arrangements. Responsive. Please contact Ryan Howell at 303/957-3795 or ryan@hedberghowell.com. This is an advertisement.

Mission Trip to Nicaragua: Dentist needed for medical mission trip to Somota, Nicaragua to accompany an RN and optometrist. The group will be departing July 18 and returning on the 28th. The clinics will be held in three remote villages in the Somota area and at the hotel in Somoto. We will focus on oral/dental exams for adults and children, provide extractions, and fluoride treatments to children. Contact Carmen Covington, R.N., 970/531-2857.
"... For Dentists"

This, a popular phrase today ... most everyone says it.

However, the Dentists Professional Liability Trust can actually claim it!

Begun in 1987, during a national crisis in liability insurance coverage, the Dentists Professional Liability Trust was created by the Dentists of Colorado when national insurers left the state or raised rates as much as 1000%!

Your company is run by a Board of Dentists representing all Component Societies of the Colorado Dental Association. All underwriting and claims are handled by a Dentist who has actually practiced Dentistry!

Your company is a nonprofit, and does not answer to any for-profit corporation, or is subject to the whims of stockholders or owners other than Dentists. Your company answers to you!

The Dentists Professional Liability Trust

"FOR DENTISTS!"

Administrator: Nathan Reynolds, DDS
Berkley Risk Services of Colorado
Ph: 303 357 2600
Toll Free: 877 502 1000
New technologies = new capabilities from Gnathodontics and Nobel Biocare.

Procera crowns from Gnathodontics, Ltd.

-Alumina provides optimum esthetics in the anterior region.
-Zirconia provides maximum strength and masking properties for the posterior region.

Both provide enhanced fit and simple clinical procedures for you!

Procera Implant Bridge:
-Predictable ideal fit from one piece of biocompatible titanium.
-Available on implant level & abutment level.
Call Steve Mott, Implant Mgr. for details!

Procera zirconia implant bridge.
-Proven strength. Precision milled from a solid piece of zirconia.
-Biocompatible
-Conventional cementation
-Metal free esthetics
-Gnathodontics’ proven ceramics experience!
-New technology increases bridge span up to 14 units.

Gnathodontics, Ltd. is the Colorado leader in implant and metal-free restorative dentistry! Our advanced levels of training, product knowledge and technical support help will insure your chairside success! Call Steve Mott, C.D.T., Implant Manager today to case plan your next NobelGuide case.

800-234-9515  303-424-9515

visit us @ www.gnatho.com